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This classic paper by Martin Ryle, B Elsmore and Ann Neville (Nature, 207, 1024, 1965) reports some
of the early observations of radio galaxies with the One-Mile Telescope at Cambridge (the UK was yet
to go metric) which “makes use of an advanced form of aerial synthesis to provide a resolution and sensitivity considerably greater than have been achieved hitherto”. The principles of aperture synthesis were
well documented earlier (e.g., Bracewell and Roberts, Australian Journal of Physics, 7, 615, 1954). Peter
Scheuer had these principles laid out in his thesis in 1954, but remained in his thesis “because Martin Ryle
took a severe line, that on engineering topics you shouldn’t merely write theory, you should jolly well build
the thing first” (Scheuer, in The Early Years of Radio Astronomy, ed W T Sullivan III, CUP, 1984). From
the principles in 1954 to building a then modern full-scale telescope, the Cambridge One-Mile Telescope,
which was described by Martin Ryle in a Nature paper in 1962, took about ten years. Images of two of the
strongest radio sources, Cygnus A and Cassiopeia A at λ21.3 cm, obtained during the testing phase of the
telescope, were published a little earlier by Ryle, Elsmore and Neville (Nature, 205, 1259, 1965).
The paper included here presents images of much weaker extragalactic radio sources at λ21 cm revealing
clearly their extended structure, and part of a ‘deep’ survey at λ74 cm. These opened the door for examining
the structure and properties of sources at diﬀerent flux density levels as tests of diﬀerent cosmological
models, and also understand the physics of radio sources. In the early 1960s based on counts of radio
sources, Ryle’s group had ruled out the steady-state model of the Universe. It may not be out of place to
mention that about a decade later, using the method of lunar occultation to determine the structure of weak
radio sources with the Ooty Radio Telescope, Govind Swarup (MNRAS, 172, 501, 1975) and Vijay Kapahi
(MNRAS, 172, 513, 1975) lent additional support to the big-bang or evolutionary model of the Universe.
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